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Fast forward to 2012, and the quarterly has a readership of 
approximately 100,000 — with the majority of subscribers paying 
full price.

“We don’t have any half-price promotions or mass give-
aways,” said Gringeri-Brown, who serves as editor. “I think we 
have a pretty motivated group of readers.”

And while the Great Recession left no magazine unscathed, 
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When Atomic Ranch 

launched in spring 2004, 

husband/wife team Jim 

Brown and Michelle 

Gringeri-Brown could only 

dream of the level  

of success the publication 

— devoted to mid-century 

American Homes —  

might enjoy. 
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Atomic Ranch saw some of its biggest growth — as 
much as 34 percent — between 2006-2008, a time 
when even larger publishers were closing their 
doors. That growth rate has since leveled off to 
about 9 percent, but the magazine counts subscrib-
ers in every state as well as Canada and interna-
tionally. Its top readership is in California, followed 
by Texas, Washington and Oregon.

“Despite the recession we show increases year 
to year — our total print run from 2007 to 2012 has 
more than doubled,” said Publisher Jim Brown. “In 
the same period, subscribers have also doubled — 
so I will take that as a success 
and it’s due to the fact that I 
think our growing audience 
recognizes the value of their 
mid-century homes — these 
houses that have been hiding 
in plain sight all along.”

Michelle also credits 
popular culture for a boost in 
readership recently.

“With shows like ‘Mad 
Men,’ people are more sensi-
tized to these homes and their 
style than they were five years ago,” she said. 

Atomic Ranch draws 
40 percent of its revenues 
from home subscriptions, 
30 percent from advertis-
ing and approximately 23 
percent from newsstand 
sales, while the remaining 
7 percent is rounded out by 
book sales. The publisher’s 
first book — an overview 
of ranches entitled “Design 
Ideas for Stylish Ranch 
Homes,” debuted in 2006, 

and it just released its second title, “Midcentry 
Interiors,” earlier this year. That book focuses on the 
interiors of eight houses.

Specific focus
What sets the magazine apart from other archi-
tecture magazines has been its focus on post-war 
ranch houses and the homeowner experience, 
rather than designers and architects.

In fact, Michelle says Atomic Ranch intention-
ally avoids featuring celebrities or “starchitects.”

“We’re about getting people to appreciate natu-
ral features, like pink bathrooms,” she said. “There 
is a stylistic range, but we try to expose people to 
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atomic ranch continued on page 32

Atomic Ranch has found its niche by focusing on the 

experience of owning post-war-era ranch homes.
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atomic ranch from page 31

interesting homes, whether modest or high-end.”
That includes everything from architecture, interior 

design, do-it-yourself projects, historical collecting — 
from furniture to anything else — to landscaping and 
historical mid-century designers such as Paul McCobb.

Atomic Ranch’s popular features include “Work-
ing Class Heroes,” which features readers’ homes, “My 
Favorite Space,” which allows people to submit photos 
and information about, say, their awesome 
living room, and “Open House,” which speaks 
for itself.

“These are the most popular features 
because people can relate to them,” Gringeri-
Brown said.

The two switch off in the role of address-
ing readers. Michelle’s Letter from the Editor 
column is titled “My 2 Cents” and Jim reaches 
out via his “Meanwhile, Back at the Ranch” 
column.

Both strive to avoid the “Hi-I-am-the-
editor-and-here-is-what-you-will-be-reading” 
format.

“We try to go beyond what’s in the 
magazine to what’s percolating in our heads,” 
Brown said. “Because I am the photographer, 
the column gives me an opportunity to ad-
dress people with words, and I can recall my own experi-
ence growing up in the ’50s and ’60s.”

Common thread
That tie to the era these homes represent translates to a 
strong preservation subtext that weaves through every 
issue and every feature.

“We are gently, but consistently advocating: Please 
don’t mess up an original house,” Brown said. “Consider 
what you have before making wholesale changes — so 
we’re championing these homes and neigh-
borhoods.”

Atomic Ranch’s initial target audience 
was ranch homeowners and that soon 
evolved to include all fans of mid-century and 
modern-design enthusiasts. The magazine 
still aims to gain more exposure among those 
groups — and all the other potential readers 
in between.

“Our typical reader could be a first-time 
homeowner in their late 20s or early 30s — 
because ranches are still cheaper — or it 
could be a designer or empty-nesters who 
have tired of stairs and want a single-level 
home,” Gringeri-Brown said.

The magazine’s singular focus is  

text Michelle Gringeri-Brown

photography Paul Bardagjy

Twist&Shout

By siting the addition perpendicular to the street, its mass is

minimized, while the repetition of the original sandstone

cladding on the new garage wall makes it blend into the

postwar neighborhood setting. 

text Michelle Gringeri-Brown
photography Jim Brown

The wall behind the dining area was opened up to

allow sunlight to filter down the stairs and to tie

the lower level visually to the open plan main floor.

Furnishings include an Eames Sofa Compact and

two Danish-style chairs (all recovered in ultra suede,

which their cat finds unappealing), an IKEA bench

and estate sale tables and floor lamp.

FALL 2011 atomic ranch 15

“When we were buying 10 years ago, we
were absolutely committed to a ranch because of its living spaces,” says Portland,
Ore., real estate broker Tom Cotter. “We wanted the open floor plans, the hardwood
floors, the windows and that quality of light, plus the connection to the garden.”

Tom and his partner, Doug Beebe, also a broker, recently completed a remodel of
their modest-on-the-outside, wow!-on-the-inside ranch. They say that it all started with
a dripping showerhead in the upstairs bathroom, and ended with a sherbet-colored
kitchen and an underground pond next to a soaking tub. From start to finish it took eight
months, something like $150,000 and plenty of martinis.

Below Grade
“A lot of people think you need to go up to gain space, but if we find good headroom

in the basement we push that more than anything,” says designer Libby Holah, who
partners with her architect husband, Greg, at Holah Design+Architecture. “Tom and
Doug had really great headroom downstairs and essentially a blank slate, but often it’s
hard for people to envision what an unfinished basement can look like finished.”

Opposite: The den invites loafing on the IKEA

daybed and rug, or relaxing on an Eames

lounge chair and ottoman; it can be closed

off with a barn door (see page 17) in case a

guest lingers overnight. A painting by Martha

Pfanschmidt and photography by Briana

Linden line the bright walls.

A Carter sectional and accent tables from Gus

join vintage armchairs in the basement

lounge. Oranges of different hues are used in

the living room, kitchen, den and bar area,

and the paintings over the couch are by

Nathan Smith.

Before

text Michelle Gringeri-Brown
photography Jim Brown

approximating
Authenticity
approximating
Authenticity
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admittedly challenging in terms of variety of coverage 
and features, but the Browns say Atomic Ranch still 
sparks the same passion as it did eight years ago.

Articles typically begin as stories pitched by people 
who have fixed up their ranch homes; despite the com-
mon theme, Gingeri-Brown said each pitch is a unique 
story.

“Because it is unique to them — it’s their home,” 
she said. “So I look for nuances, like ‘OK, this guy kept 
the original cabinets even though he got s new IKEA 
kitchen.’”

Brainstorming ideas
Like every magazine, Atomic Ranch’s edito-
rial meetings encompass a lot of discus-
sion and brainstorming. Staff, including 
Editorial Assistant Cheyenne Tackitt, the 
Browns’ daughter, are always given the 
opportunity to weigh in and, if warranted, 
veto ideas.

 “There are ideas where we have to 
acknowledge that, while something doesn’t 
necessarily speak to our aesthetic, it may 
speak to readers, so that forces us to come 
out of our own preference box,” she added.

Stories’ gestation periods can range up 
to two years; Brown said it’s not uncom-
mon for some homes whose stories are 

atomic ranch continued on page 34

text Michelle Gringeri-Brown
photography David Mejias

“I previously owned and restored the Sculptured House; it’s kind of mushroom shaped
and was in the movie ‘Sleeper,’ ” says John Huggins offhandedly. The home he refers to is vaguely
identifiable to anyone who’s seen Woody Allen’s 1973 comedy about a cryogenically frozen New
Yorker who wakes up 200 years later. The Charles Deaton–designed structure, located on Genesse
Mountain outside Denver, served as both futuristic architecture and its cylindrical elevator as the
inspiration for the Orgasmatron device in the film. 

At the time Huggins bought the home in 1999, it had never been lived in and had an unfinished,
decaying interior. The tech entrepreneur poured money and love into it and used it as a weekend
house before selling it five years later. 

“I had a lot of fun doing that and filling it with midcentury furniture,” he says. “That was a full-on
rescue; it was uninhabited and literally falling down. There is a similarity of spirit, but the Sculptured
House was more a work of art than a livable home; our present house is very much a home.”

custom built
The house he refers to is in the Hilltop neighborhood of Denver, built in 1966 by Donald Roark for

commercial clients who owned a chain of local stores and lived there for only 10 years. Still practic-
ing in his 80s, Roark visited the home several times since Huggins’ renovation and seemed thrilled
that someone appreciated his design enough to return it to a quasi-original state.

Hilltop is a mix of prewar traditionals and postwar ranch homes on large lots. About 10 years ago,
houses started to be torn down and replaced with McMansions, though Huggins’ block is still unsul-
lied. When he and his wife, Monica Martinez, first saw the home, it took some squinting to get past
the deferred maintenance issues.

“I cannot pretend to feel impartial about colors.
I rejoice with the brilliant ones

and am genuinely sorry for the poor browns.”
—Winston Churchill

Coloring 

Outside
the Lines

16 atomic ranch WINTER 2011

22 atomic ranch WINTER 2011

installing dual flush models in others. Barely visible solar panels on the
second story provide 50 percent of their electricity. Light fixtures, door-
knobs, cabinet and drawer pulls, and the clock and intercom in the
kitchen are still in place, just now repaired and cleaned. And they dupli-
cated some original elements, such as walnut cabinetry and the brass
pulls from a built-in buffet for use in the upstairs office.

The kitchen is perhaps the most eye-candied room in the house.
The Geneva metal cabinet fronts were repainted, carefully matching the
existing color. Since the insides were in great condition, and the cabi-
netry provided plenty of storage, there was no thought of ripping them
out. Unoriginal white laminate counters were replaced with ‘Bloom
Aqua’ Ecoresin from 3form, one of the couple’s boldest choices. A
new Sub-Zero refrigerator and an induction cooktop replaced older
models.

Keeping the midcentury flavor while updating the master bath was
the most challenging part of the project. The original space was organ-
ized into three elements: the sink and mirror, a toilet and shower room,
and a raised Roman tub. The dimensions of the room and the cabi-
netry remain the same, while the tub was replaced with a modern
shower/tub combo, complete with gold-colored Phylrich swan fixtures;
a second sink was added near the toilet. For this room and the front
door modification, they used architect Tomas Hart of The Architecture
Studio to finesse the details.

After moving in, 200 guests joined the couple for their home wed-
ding. “What we love about the house is its clean, modern lines, the
sense of indoor/outdoor space—it’s a really cheerful house,” Huggins
summarizes. “People think Denver has these terrible winters, but the
reality is they’re pretty mild and you’re often outdoors. Having that con-
nection made this house very attractive to us.”  �

The Geneva kitchen island is original

and includes a cutting board, built-in

breadbox and slide-out mixer shelf.

The cork floor, 3form counters and

backsplash, and appliances are all

new, while one Gilbert Rohde Z stool

is vintage and the other a reissue.

Martinez and Huggins posed for this

birth announcement, shot seemingly

seconds before their first child arrived.

The pedestal table from Mod Livin’

and new Eames chairs with Eiffel-tower

bases are lit by a vintage Prescolite

lamp; the sliding glass door leads to

the outdoor kitchen.

Resources page 77
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initially daunting to become great articles once they are 
published.

Brown shoots all of the cover photography, and be-
cause it’s not uncommon for him to photograph a number 
of houses in a specific area, images are spread out over a 
number of issues. And while stories and features are often 
born out of those photos, it’s not always that simple.

“Some people think you can just drive 
through a neighborhood and spot houses — 
not true,” he said. “And sometimes when you 
do spot a house and knock on the door you 
don’t want anything to do with it once you 
see what’s on the inside — but you are dealing 
with someone’s pride and joy.”

Including the Browns, Atomic Ranch 
counts nine staff in its masthead, including 
two people in its ad department. Roughly a 
quarter of the content in the magazine is staff-
generated, according to Gringeri-Brown, and 
the rest is comprised of contributed photos 
and stories that are submitted to the maga-
zine and then edited by staff.

Atomic Ranch occasionally relies on 
freelance writers but as a family-owned niche 
magazine, budgets don’t typically allow for 
that.

“We generally compensate photographers, but out of 
necessity we have to be pretty frugal here,” Gringeri-Brown 
said.

The small staff also means less time and fewer re-
sources for branching out to new platforms, although both 
Jim and Michelle believe publishing two books has been a 
step in the right direction.

Mulling platforms
Atomic Ranch has yet to launch any iPad or 
mobile apps or products, but the staff does 
interact with its audience via email and on 
social platforms, thanks to a dedicated reader 
that was willing to take on the task of manag-
ing the publication’s Facebook and Google+ 
presences.

“Having it run by a reader also helps keep 
the perspective honest and fresh,” Gringeri-
Brown said.

Brown said the fact that he and his wife 
are both “old-school graphic types” has also 
kept them from rushing headlong into digital 
platforms.

“To me, Atomic Ranch is, and should be, 
a tactile experience,” Brown said. “I grew up 

text Michelle Gringeri-Brown
photography Jim Brown

all overretroall overretro

All you see here is vintage—from the Marlite on the ceiling and the scallop over the sink to the

inlaid linoleum on the floor. The original cupboard is topped with a wood-laminate surface and

aluminum edging. The sink and dishwasher are all one metal unit, and over the sink is the only

window in the room that opens.

text Adam Regn Arvidson
photography Paul Crosby

the Speckman House in Saint Paul is a midcentury diamond in
the rough, then the landscape used to be, quite literally, the rough.

“There was no clarity to the front yard,” says Shane Coen, the land-
scape architect whose firm transformed the grounds in 2007. “Nothing

about it had anything to do with the architecture. You couldn’t even see
the house.”

The home sits at the end of a long driveway in a strange little un-gridded,
sidewalk-free corner of Minnesota’s capital city. When Coen+Partners came
to the project, the front yard was a mass of overgrown shrubs and trees.
Behind the house, a steep slope was choked with invasive species and
totally unusable. “It just sloped away to never-never land,” remembers Coen. 

The house is named for architect James Speckman, who was an early pro-
ponent of so-called California Modernism in Minnesota. It was completed in
1956—one of the earliest examples of its type in the state—and features an
open main-level floor plan, floor-to-ceiling windows constituting the entire
front and rear facades, and wide overhanging eaves. 

Coen removed just about everything from the property, rebuilt the back
yard as a series of terraces and used rigid geometry to better reflect the
home’s interior layout. The Speckman landscape’s most prominent feature is
a 105’ long Cor-Ten steel wall. It frames views out across the terraces and the

Simply
Spectacular

The
Speckman

House:

if

summer), is at the same elevation as the living room floor. This allows the eye
to continue across a consistent ground-plane, effectively extending the interi-
or floor out beyond the glass and the eaves. The owner, John Soranno,
founder of a well-loved Minnesota chain of Neapolitan-style pizza joints, feels
this terrace is the crux of the design. “Everyone who has seen that transition,”
he says, “comments on how it completes the house.”

The middle terrace, sitting perhaps five feet lower, is home to a rectangular
swimming pool, surrounded by the same white pavers. The lowest level is a
narrow strip of lawn.

Off to the side, perched between the upper and lower terraces, is a stately
oak; and at the very end of the Cor-Ten wall, where it reaches its highest point,
is another group of smaller oaks. All of these trees were there before the
redesign but were hidden in the overgrown scrub. Now they are landmarks,
accentuating the landscape when Soranno is actually outside, or when he’s
looking out on the winter landscape from the comfort of the living room.

This is a high-end project. Though Coen and Soranno won’t divulge actual
construction costs, suffice it to say that a pool, a 105’ steel wall, and exten

The geometry of the home’s floor plan

extends into the landscape through the use

of straight pathways, bold walls and

rectangular terraces and patios. “When

people see the landscape, besides loving it,

they think it was original to the home,” says

owner John Soranno.

A lawn
B whitespire birch bosque
C concrete unit paver walks/terraces
D concrete wall
E driveway
F hetz columnar juniper hedge
G concrete wall
H 105’ cor-ten wall
I east garden/crushed aggregate
J golden raindrops malus bosque

K barberry gardens/iconic white oak
L lower ipe pool deck
M juniper slope
N woodland prairie restoration
O northern pin oak bosque
P lower lawn
Q glass tile clad pool
R apple espalier
S stainless steel spa/ipe deck
T upper terrace/entertaining

A

O

M          NKJG
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I

B

C
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L
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Q

R

T

S
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Coen+Partners

text Bromley Davenport
photography Jim Brown

“A lot of people who have great

midcentury homes don’t know what they

have; that was really the case here,” says

Daniel Krog about his 1951 ranch in the

hills of Studio City, Calif. “[The seller] had

very traditional landscaping and finishes—

&town country

The curved fireplace wall contrasts nicely with the linear elements of the

rest of the house—from the walls of glass to the furniture and bluestone

floor. A sofa and coffee table from In House Furniture sit on a

Nanimarquina area rug and a custom chair from Landon Cole and built-in

seating are both upholstered in gray fabric. Details include midcentury-

themed paintings from Danny Heller above the fireplace, a Blomus fire

screen and Solartrans Rollease shades from Aero Shade that help control

heat gain and loss through the window walls. The house ended where

the white posts are before the family room addition in the ’60s.

atomic ranch from page 33
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Atomic Ranch has expanded its presence with the 

launch of two books — its first in 2006, and a second 

earlier this year.

with magazines and the touch, the look, the feel 
of heavy paper and you archive it by putting on 
your shelf.”

Still, Atomic Ranch’s staff continues to mull 
emerging platforms to see what might make 
sense for the magazine’s future.

The magazine got a redesign five years 
ago — conceptualized by Art Director Nancy 
Anderson — which included a new cover logo 
and retooled department heads.

“We’ve evolved to a cleaner look overall,” 

atomic ranch continued on page 36
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Brown said.
What’s surprised Brown (who’s been in publishing for 

25 years as a photographer) most about running his own 
magazine is how hands-on the process is.

“Our Art Director Nancy Anderson and Michelle are 
communicating all of the time about every page, every 
word, every folio — they make decisions together,” he said. 
“Even though we print our masthead in every issue, I think 

people assume we 
have 30 people work-
ing here.”

Atomic Ranch 
is paginated in 
Adobe InDesign 
and QuarkXPress, 
and then sent to 
American Web in 
Denver for printing. 
It is printed on 70-lb. 
Influence recycled 
matte stock.  

atomic ranch from page 35

spring 2004

• hilltop reverie     • modern fair

• obnoxious eichler     • beachy ranch

MIDCENTURY MARVELS

The first cover of Atomic Ranch,  

published in the spring of 2004. 

{essence}
American Bunglaow 

premiered in 1990 

as a quarterly 

special-interest 

magazine 

dedicated to homes 

built in the early 

20th century. The 

magazine focuses 

on architecture, 

funishings and collectibles and their connection to 

the Arts and Crafts movement. American Bungalow 

is published by John Brinkmann and is based in 

California.

DigitAl 
newsstAnD 
gets new Vice
Vice earlier this summer partnered with Issuu Media to put 
its magazine on the digital newsstand in a bid to increase the 
reach of the magazine, which is circulated throughout the 
United States and some 30 other countries in print. 

“The platform provides a compelling user case,” Ashish 
Patel, Vice’s head of social media, told Magazines & More. “It’s a 
visually impressive way to put the magazine online.”

Vice uploads PDFs of each edition to Issuu for placement 
in the newsstand.

Patel said there are plans in the works to syndicate the 
magazine’s archives via Issuu’s platform as well.

Social media via the magazine’s website plays the key role 
in driving readers online to the Issuu edition.

The magazine targets the 18-to-34-year-old demographic 
and readership is male-dominant by a 6:4 ratio, Patel said.

“We are covering everything from news to politics to our 
bread and butter — sex, drugs and rock and roll.”

Vice is free both in print and on Issuu. Monetization of the 
digital newsstand edition is via advertising. 

“Although we haven’t taken full advantage of this function-
ality yet, ads are clickable on Issuu, which can drive more value 
for our advertisers,” Patel said. “And they can be changed out — 
we can resell the same content.”   

Image: American Bungalow


